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ABSTRACT
In this dissertation channel capacity of millimeter-wave RoF transmissions at the high frequency in range of 75–110 GHz
over a distance of 310 m and bandwidth (BW) which is approximately 20 GHz is discussed. Besides this RoF
demonstration is also carried out at this prominent frequency range. In this research work it has been made trade-off
maps between many parameters which are very important resources for the design of very high frequency RoF links. The
given technique offers a unique view that how to answer how to utilize spectrum resources optimally so that maximum
efficiency is achieved.  During research there were so many challenges which we have to be overcome like smooth
convergence between wireless links and optical-fibers.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Bandwidth is one of the main driving forces in a communication system. It is the physical mean by which
information is carried by a signal. Bandwidth plays a very important role when infrastructure of information is
being developed. Like other commodities, available bandwidth could be in abundance or scarce irrespective of
its need. With the development of telecommunications, the bandwidth required for communication has become
scarcer. When we migrate towards millimeter radio frequencies the integration between wireless systems and
fiber optics is taken as the most effective solution to overcome the scarcity of bandwidth present in the
interface being accessed. Due to this, the capacity of wireless system has to be   increased to make it a match
for the increasing bandwidth requirement of fiber-optics systems [1-2]. By using photonic technology signal
generation for very high frequency has become more practical, and various modulators, radio frequency
oscillators with better RF properties are available[3-4]. Due to which RoF systems having high frequency
range got high attention.

Figure1. Radio over Fiber [1]
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Shannon’s theorem is crucial aspects to determine capacity of a channel and it has to be made of a tradeoff
between parameters like signal to noise ratio (SNR) and bandwidth (BW). Based on various hypotheses given
by many researchers and latest articles of research in the field of capacity analysis of millimeter wave (mm)
wireless links provide formats for various link design which support very high transmission capacity beyond
100 Gbps. To achieve this various recommendations are required for example what exactly information of
signal bandwidth (BW), Pi (Transmitter input power), gain of antenna, and more important link distances so
that it can be able to attain approximately 100 Gbps, RoF system wireless transmissions systems like frequency
of spectrum , directivity of antenna, various modulation formats etc. After all this there are huge varieties of
parameters which can be designed and also allocated in infinity number of ways [5]. There is no constraint and
any mathematical formula to calculate how efficiently and smoothly these resources could be utilized with
respect to capacity which already guaranteed to them. In this research mainly the target is to develop such a
platform which is based upon modification of Shannon theorem. This dissertation work confirmed that a
combination of spatial diversity and latest modulation techniques are very important parameters for
encountering the loss of capacity [8].

2. METHODLOGY
With pace of time there is a huge development in technologies and also on another hand population also
increasing exponentially and to meet the requirement the main focus in current scenario is to utilize the
resources optimally. In this work main focus is to compare how optimally and efficiently spectrum of radio has
been utilized at very high frequency band RoF. The overall performance can be analyzed of a RoF system must
cover following FOM of various systems and subsystem:

a. Consumption of power of CS and BS

b. Simplicity and cost

c. System capability so that large area could be covered efficiently and along this focus on capacity also so
that demand of users could be fulfilled without increasing cost too much.

d. EVM and bit error rate must be minimum

e. After distribution of optical and photo-detection availability of RF power

f. Spectral fluctuation or instability provides phase noise of the millimeter wave carriers.

It is already proven that not a single factor is responsible for performance of Radio over Fiber setup in a
uniform manner. However, if there is little variation to Shannon Theorem limit as it is given by Struzak then
capacity losses occurred and mainly due to scarcity of bandwidth (BW) isolation which leads to smaller SNR
of a particular link. There are so many parameters which are inter dependant to each other when a system is
established if there is any variation in one parameter then lot of changes occurred. Different design factors of a
system combined in a systematic way so that it can be controlled capacity losses and also try to avoid another
circumstances which can be dangerous for this system and if there is any loss occur in capacity then it must be
within range [6-7].

As per Shannon Theorem limit optimum amount of data that can be transmitted successfully with low BER is
equal to multiplication of time taken by transmission and capacity of channel which is depicted below in
equation number 1

C=B log2 (1+S/N) ……………… (1)

Where B depicts bandwidth of channel (in hertz), and S/N represents power ratio of signal-to-noise at receiver
of input and this is known as Shannon Hartley equation and worldwide accepted as a reference equation so that
practical communication systems are compared, whether they follow or not all necessary conditions[1-12].

As proposed for 2 components of noise which is known as intrinsic noise (N) caused by system or device and
another one is (EIN) environmental interference noise which is denoted by I of the noise at the side of receiver
input by Struzak to differentiate between them would considered if all the environmental radiation sources
switched off[1-7].
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Environmental Noise (I) = Total Noise - Residual Noise.

Isolation index (a) defined as:

a=N/1+N……………….………..…… (2)
This is also defined as power ration of intrinsic noise (I) and EIN

It has no dimension, and has value betweens 0 to 1. From equation number 1 as depicted above represent
isolated radio link which is hypothetical and with value of I/N tends to 0, and its function does not depends on
the environment[1-6]. Zero depicts an operation which is totally dominated or captured by the noise of
environmental and N/I tend to 0. Besides these two cases all practical situation also come under these two
extremes situation. Shannon’s formula which do not accept environmental noise further modified and now
channel capacity represented in terms of aq= S/N+1. Thus:

C*=B log2 (1+aq)……………………… (3)
Equation 3 depicts upper threshold limit which applied capacity link. The capacity is highest when link is
completely isolated; it means “a” approach an value 1. Using Equation (1) and Equation (3)

Capacity Loss can be defined as difference between potential capacity (C) of the radio link and actual capacity
(C*) and depicted below

The link power budget given as:

SNR in the far field area of line of sight wireless link which consist only one transmitter (Tx) and receiver (Rx)
each can be calculated in decibel power link budget as illustrated above

Where PT represents Signal cumulative transmitted power

GT and GR are Gains of antennas of Transmitter and Receiver respectively

IL-Implementations loss

N0-represent (JNN) Johnson Nyquist noise

NF-represents the system’s noise

Path loss LFS calculated by Log-distance path loss model which based upon free space as a propagation
channel and important parameters is distance d between receiver and transmitter of antennas, f represent
propagating frequency:

3. SIMULATION RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Out of various experiments, we consider distance ranges which is above 2 m and there was exception and it is
also world record with distance 1.7 km and bandwidth (BW) of signal below 35 GHz and it produce strength
of the performed seven of the sets which needs to be analyzed. It has been unable to get information of all
parameters exactly. As shown in figure 2 which depicts simulation base mathematical calculation of capacity
of channel whose BW lie in range of 1 GHz to 20 GHz and up to 300m range with operational frequency Fc of
86 GHz, besides this Power transmitted is 0 dB, Capacity analysis of high frequency millimeter wave was
discussed especially for the very high frequency band around 100 GHz for providing 100 Gbps wireless links
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by making use of current technology[1-12]. On the basis of hypothesis, efficiency of a link can be described in
terms of various parameters of high frequency band and RoF demonstration has been examined by using
methodology .

Sr. No Parameters Name Parameters  Value

1 SPEED OF LIGHT c = 3 * 10^8

2 FOCAL DISTANCE d0 = 1000

3 Propagation Parameter On Air Codes N=2

4 IMPLEMENTATION LOSSES 6

5 THERMAL NOISE -174

6 NOISE FIGURE 6

7 GAIN RECEIVER ANTENNA 0

8 OPERATIONAL FREQUENCY f = 81 * 10^9

9 OPERATIONAL BANDWIDTH BW = 5 * 10^9

10 TRANSMISSION POWER Pt = 0

11 ANTENNA DISTANCE d = 1

Table 1. Parameters Value for channel capacity calculation [1-7]

Fig2. Channel capacity at 86GHz and transmitted power 0dbm for range up to 310 m [1-12]
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Fig3. Different values of isolation index (a) for 30db SNR threshold value DC=C [1-12]

Fig4. Different values of isolation index (a) for 30db SNR threshold value DC=B [1-12]

4. CONCLUSIONS
With time new technologies emerges and every new technique have some positive impact and also have
adverse effects. In this dissertation work the main focus is on capacity but besides capacity another main focus
is to utilize the resources which are provided to us optimally. In previous work capacity at very high frequency
has already discussed in Radio over Fiber links without taking too much care about resources are utilized
optimally or not. In this research work it has been combined a modification of the existed Shannon limit with
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one more factor that is power budget for communication of free space so that a more reliable and enhanced
efficiency based system can be achieved. This approach leads to help in utilizing limited resources of radio
frequency bandwidth (BW) and resolving many difficult problems of spectrum or resource management which
suffer from targeted criteria. When new technology came into existence definitely , some limitations or
drawbacks would be there and these drawbacks are nullified if the main research objective of this work is
achieved successfully. In this research work based upon that whether the data or information which needs to be
obtained in order to transmit from transmitter to receiver side transmitted within limits of error that is BER (bit
error rate). This is very crucial factor which must have more weightage in calculating proposed index by using
advanced tools like digital signal processing toolbox in Matlab.
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